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Partnership:

Trends in Ecosystem Services (TeSE)
of the Center of Studies for Sustainability of FGV

Since 2013
Aim to engage companies to include ES in business
management
Simplified, low-cost and easily accessible data-based
methods that are robust to support business decision-making
Guidelines and methods to valuate 10 ecosystems services
built together with companies
Support for more than 40 business cases of ES valuation
Workshops and working groups

Partnership with TEEB R-L since 2014
http://www.fgv.br/ces/tese

Propose of this session
Ecosystems services and business

From the experiences of companies involved in the TeSE
initiative 2014 and 2017, systematize motivations and
challenges, raise solutions and lessons learned and
provide business references, in order to support the
advancement of engagement and ES integration in business.

Contribution to research
State of art and gap from literature review

Researches have shown that the integration of ecosystem services concept into decisionmaking is an infant process at its first steps , thus, it is necessary to further explore
(Blicharska and Hilding-Rydevik, 2018; Dendoncker et al., 2018; Laurans et al., 2013; Ruckelshaus et
al., 2015).
The business sector, which depends on and impacts ecosystems, is recognized by TEEB as
having a role to play in this agenda, due to its financial and technological resources
(Bhattacharya and Managi, 2013).
It is acknowledged that ecosystem services have entered into business agenda (Bouwma
et al., 2018; Costanza et al., 2017; Olander et al., 2018; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015), and that
significant research is still required in this arena (Costanza et al., 2017).

Contribution to business
The highest risks for global economy
Source: World Economic Forum, 2017

Overview of the experiences from
companies involved in TeSE

MOTIVATIONS
“Tell us how did your company got interested on natural capital and
ecosystem services."

RISKS AND MATERIALITY FOR THE COMPANY

"The main motivation was that our core business is dependet of ecosystem services"

“I believe it is considered also as a risk for business, if it is not a risk, there is no interest"
"I'm worried about the ecosystems because it is important to enable my business "

SOCIETY PRESSURES

"Reputation can be driver"
"Society is changing and decision criteria of society is also changing."
"We realized that need more demanding consumers to advance more in this area."

COMPLIANCE AND VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS
“Initially, companies aim to comply with laws and then it comes the time when just complying is not enough, once
there are other commitments such as certifications, sustainability reports, which give a step beyond what is
required by law."
“I bilieve it all starts with the commitment of the company with those great International agreements
that bring a demand, which ends up in the global strategy and it starts to be cascaded and developed by the
operational areas "
COMPETITIVENESS

"What other companies do, from our sector specially, also influences."
“We need to show that is not about hugging trees, it is about business continuity."

“Deal proprialy with ES eventually support a consumer or client decision-making criterion, right? "
"The client will not find the lowest price with us. If he thinks like this, he loses all value given by the nontangible, that are the efforts of community development "

INVESTORS AND FINANCING
"The pressure increases, it comes from investor and go straight to high administration levels, right? "
"Many projects that we implements are associated with a ISE indicator of B3 stock exchange "
“The institution which invests in your company is worried about his reputation "

LEADERS PERSONAL BELIEF
”The compan was born of an ideal, a will the owner had from when he made a boat trip from Santos to Manaus"
"It is actually the company's culture, the owner culture"
"Our president and founder, he sees the importance of ecosystems, so the pressure is top down"
“It depends on the interest of some folks. Some employee has affinity with the theme and has the perception that
forest is important, and work for it"

COMMUNICATION AND PERFORMANCE
"Obviously the company want to capitalize the communication with its key partners or in any round
of conversation you will have with a client"
“The marketing looks to ES valuation as a possible dissemination tool "

BE A LEADER
"Greatest concern to have a leading role in some issues, such as natural capital "
"This in company strategy to be a leader in sustainability"

CHALLENGES
“What are the challenges and barriers so that ES is integrated in business? Do you have
examples?”

RECOGNITION AND AWARENESS OF ES IMPORTANCE FROM KEY STAKEHOLDERS
“The market still do not pay attention to ES
management.
“We still have to” operationalize ES so that the data is shown to the leaders in a way that helps it to make a
decision. "
DEMONSTRATE ES CONNECTION WITH BUSINESS
"When we manage to demonstrate that ES has a connection to the business and that can support
making decision, I think all these obstacles will be facilitated "
“Make the gains of ES something easier to show, to sell, to make the case "
"You must have concrete elements that show, so to speak, that the work you are doing is a long term work to
business continuity"
INTEGRATE ES INTO COMPANY POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

“ES still need to permeate other company’s areas.”
BUILD SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
“Capacity building so people to start speak the same language"

UNDESTAND METHODS AND OBTAIN INFORMATION
"The difficulty is to quantify the ES, to make it simpler, more practical "
UNFAMILIARITY AND UNCERTAINTIES
“There are some difficulties to fully accept ES risks, maybe as a result of unfamiliarity with the
theme"
TRANSLATION FOR A BUSINESS LANGUAGE (MAKE THE CASE)
"The challenge is to bring ES to the economic financial language"
“we must translate to the language the others are used to work with, other indicators, numbers"

“Only when you have monetary indicator leaders understand that environment is important.”
RESOURCES PRIORITIZATION
"We have a number of things to attend, and then we have to prioritize resources. "

SOME LESSONS LEARNED
From 5 years work in a ES business community of practice
From observe and support business cases of ES valuation
From questionnaries and interviews
From dialog with other stakeholders

The higher the materiality of ES for companies, more they are engaged.

ES must not be treat as an specific theme, but as lens through other process of the company.
Sectors move together. Sectorial work can go more specific and achieve more interest from
companies.
Leaders are key to changes. Integrate ES in capacity building processes for leaders, or in
MBAs and leadership trainings.
Companies are composed by people. Engage leaders and employees in real experiences
such as visiting the impacted ecosystems or supply communities.
Easy tools to connect ecosystems to businesses dependencies and risks in a language
that is understood by business.

Capacity building between environmental profissionals so they can participate in
finance, risks and strategy processes and integrate the ES lens on these.

ES evaluations are awareness tools to engage, disseminate and convince internally. These
evaluations support reflections on the importance of ES for company and society.

The ES evaluation development process is wealthier than the results themselves
To choose the ES valuation objective priory and targeting an specific decision and
engage leaders is essential for the use of results in decision making.
The quality of information and easiness to obtain and understand data matter to
influence reliability of results.
Look outside companies gates. Consider ES multiple uses and liaise with
stakeholders at regional and sectoral level can increase efficiency of actions and reduce
costs.
Companies plan for 5 to 10 years years. ES valuation must broaden the temporal
horizon. Business continuity is an argument.

Experiences from businesses

Copel – Vanessa Barreto
Eletropaulo – Natália Ribeiro
Fibria – João Augusti

